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Film cinematography has been developed and applied for more than a century to involve and engage
the viewer in visual storytelling; interactive storytelling games can benefit from these cinematic con-
ventions to enhance visual experience. However, in conversation scenes where stories and character
motions are highly dynamic, it is hard to apply cinematography principles manually.
This thesis proposes an automatic visual director system for dynamic three-people conversation
scenes. The visual director system is designed modularly as an artificial intelligence game component
that selects suitable shots for dynamic scenes based on cinematography principles. The visual
director system has been implemented for the Unity game engine using JavaScript.
The Visual Director System is a step towards extending the traditional way of storytelling, and
towards enhancing the visual experience for players of interactive storytelling games. The system
can also be applied as a tool to assist in creating interactive storytelling games.

1Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
The traditional model of storytelling in film or television is based on a single information stream
transmitted linearly to a passive viewer. A viewer only has the option to watch the linear presenta-
tion. With the emergence of digital technologies, there has been much discussion about whether a
traditional “passive viewer” can become an "active user" [Gansing 2012].
Interactive storytelling games, in which stories can be influenced in real-time by players, merge
storytelling and computer-mediated interaction; they also transform passive story viewers into active
users. Porteous et al. [2010] define interactive storytelling (IS) as a medium in which narrative can
be influenced in real-time by viewer/user/player (VUP). IS games provide the VUPs opportunities
to witness stories in real time in a participatory role.
Game designer Chris Crawford states that IS is not simply "games with stories" [Crawford
2004]; interactive storytelling games give the VUP more opportunities to interact with to get a
better understanding of the storyline. Compared to other types of games, which focus on gameplay
rather than story plot, 3D interactive storytelling games are more like films, in that their major
focus is on narrative storytelling. 3D interactive storytelling games, which have a free environment,
provide the VUPs with an immersive experience by allowing them to navigate the game scene and
create meaningful participatory stories. Instead of just watching, the VUP can control the story
plot and direct story development. As Eku Wand points out, 3D interactive storytelling games
present “excellent opportunities for integrating and combining new possibilities with traditional film
viewpoints” [Wand 2002].
By the 1930s, all the basic camera and editing components of cinematography that are now
recognized by modern audiences had been well established [Bazin 1967]. Filmmakers have had more
than a century to test and understand how to involve and engage the viewer in a story. In order to
convey stories, 3D IS games could benefit from cinematic conventions.
Virtual cameras play a vital role in 3D IS games because they directly affect player experience and
2game enjoyment [Pinelle et al. 2008]. Virtual cameras serve as the VUP’s points-of-view . The VUP
perceives the game world and gets feedback on his/her actions through virtual cameras. Although
most cinematography techniques in film are designed for shooting movies, the basic cinematography
techniques can also be applied to video games [Newman 2008]. The cinematic techniques used
by game designers are intended to leverage the VUP’s understanding of cinematic language and
facilitate storytelling [Newman 2008] [Hawkins 2005].
However, it is often difficult to imitate traditional cinematography with the in-game camera in 3D
IS games. In a traditional film production, the director is responsible for the overall decision-making
process to ensure that the currently important aspects of a story, e.g. in a conversation scene,
are conveyed effectively using cinematography techniques including camera positioning, motion,
framing, and editing techniques. But applying these film techniques is a very time consuming task;
the director and his production crew need to spend a lot of time manually manipulating cameras
and actors to create a conversation scene that matches specific dramatic action and tension. In 3D
IS games in which the VUP is controlling story plot, story progression is highly dynamic, especially
in conversation scenes in which the VUP is interacting with other actors. In these scenes, the actors
are talking and moving, the spatial location of characters, actions of the characters, the emotions
and mood evoked by the scene, the potential meaning for a scene, and story goals are all highly
variable. The cinematography design needs to be constantly adjusted as VUPs move through the
virtual scenes. Therefore a system that acts as a director to determine which cinematic conventions
such as camera positioning, framing, editing rules fit the specific real-time conditions is needed in 3D
interactive storytelling game conversation scenes; such a system can be defined as a virtual director
system.
The current work considers, in particular, games that do not employ a first or third-person
camera but that rather use other means of camera positioning, sometimes only in conversation
scenes, to achieve cinematic aesthetics. In most conversation scenes in games, camera parameters
are fixed and pre-authored. If the player is allowed to influence the scene, the camera does not adjust
dynamically. Automatic/intelligent camera systems use Artificial Intelligence methods to deal with
Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
3automatic camera positioning, framing and editing in these scenarios. However, current intelligent
camera systems rarely deal with complex and dynamic scenes or account for mood and directorial
style.
This thesis document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background of the thesis,
reviewing theories on virtual cinematography for games and projects on related topics regarding
intelligent camera planning. Chapter 3 states the thesis research topic and the design of the system
built as part of the project work carried out for the thesis. Chapter 4 reviews the design methodology
for researching and building the Visual Director System. It describes in detail the research on
established rules of cinematography, the demonstration scenes that were created, as well as how the
algorithms of the system were implemented. Chapter 5 summarizes the results and the capabilities
of the Visual Director System. Chapter 6 evaluates the existing design, and addresses potential
future work for improving the camera intelligence.
Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
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Just as film borrows from the written word and ancient storytelling traditions, so can games ben-
efit by learning from film [Bolter and Grusin 2000; Hawkins 2005]. But compared to film, game
cinematography is quite different. Firstly, the visual structures in films are pre-designed, while in
games players can rearrange the visual structures of stories. Secondly, there are many limitations
in film cinematography, such as restrictions regarding lenses that do not exist in digital game cin-
ematography, so games might need their own cinematography in some cases. In addition to these
differences, there some cinematic conventions may not work effectively in games. Therefore, film
language requires translation to be used in games [Haigh-Hutchinson 2009; Hawkins 2005].
2.1 Virtual Cinematography for Games
Many research works have strived to bring cinematographic principles to non-interactive storytelling
parts of games.
Hawkins [2005] set a starting point for enhancing the impact and entertainment quality of a
game using camera techniques from the film industry. Hawkins believes that film’s visual structures
are critical to good storytelling; though most techniques were designed for shooting movies, the
visual elements of using basic cinematography techniques can also be applied to video games. In his
book, Hawkins integrates framing, editing, and artificial intelligence to present how traditional film
cinematography techniques can be adapted for common use in games.
Newman [2008] tries to explore the middle ground between film and games by pointing out
the most relevant cinematic techniques that can be applied in games. The author implies that
important film theories such as the “Five C’s of cinematography” [Mascelli 1976], and the “Rule
of Thirds” are also considered essential in game cinematography. But compared to predetermined
film visual structure, game cinematography is quite different because the player can rearrange the
story structure and the visual components by manipulating cinematography, so Newman asserts
5that translation is required when applying film language in games.
Haigh-Hutchinson [2009] presents the existing game camera systems by introducing camera the-
ory, camera system design and camera implantation methods. Haigh-Hutchinson examines some of
the most common game genres and discusses the camera solutions that often apply. The author lists
several major genres of games that require different camera solutions and analyzes their advantages
and disadvantages respectively.
Other scholars successfully adapted film rule in game cinematic. Oliveros [2004] applies film
idioms to game cinematic for 3D Games. Similarly, Flaherty [2007] adapts digital cinematography
techniques for game cinematic.
All theories or systems described above seek to apply cinematography techniques to games, but
they are only considered within the non-interactive storytelling parts of games, such as navigating,
battling or cinematics.
2.2 Camera Control as Visual Director
Many other scholars examined the field of automated camera planning, which combines expertise
in Computer Graphics and Artificial Intelligence to emulate the composition and editing decisions
found in traditional film to reduce the burden of manually placing and moving virtual cameras. The
use of real-time camera controllers to generate film-like sequences has been studied for a long time
and substantial achievements have been made.
Declarative Camera Control Language (DCCL) provides a camera control system constrained by
film principles [Christianson et al. 1996]. DCCL laid a significant conceptual foundation for camera
control, but it was not designed to be a real-time system. In the same year, the Virtual Cinematog-
rapher system [He et al. 1996] explored a cinematography model in a real-time environment, see
Fig. 2.1. Although it was created to be able to be adopted in different kinds of scenes, the Virtual
Cinematographer has two weaknesses [Amerson et al. 2005]. Firstly, the system is limited to creating
effective shots for scenes that it is familiar with; secondly, each transition between two idioms will
break the continuity of the scene, creating a rupture in the narrative, hence it is not suitable for
real-time use in highly dynamic scenes include character movement and animation.
Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 2.2 Camera Control as Visual Director
6Figure 2.1: The Virtual Cinematographer
Amerson et al. [2005] have proposed a system for real-time camera control in interactive nar-
ratives named Film Idiom Language and Model (FILM). The system is inspired by the Virtual
Cinematographer system and major improvements have been made. The FILM system uses basic
cinematographic techniques to determine camera position and angle based on the current decision
of the narrative player. An outstanding contribution of FILM is that information about common
film idioms is encoded in a scene tree using the FILM Language.
Based on the conceptual foundation of FILM Charles et al. [2002] created a similar system that
uses abstract film idioms as basic rules to choose the best camera position and angle at any time
on any story plots, see Fig. 2.2. This system was realized in the UnrealScript language within the
Unreal game engine. But the system is limited in the sense that it only covers small group dialogue
framing.
Figure 2.2: Real-Time Camera Control for Interactive Storytelling
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7Li and Xiao [2005] present a camera planning system that separates camera constraints into
modules representing the director, photographer, and editor respectively. Similar to my approach
they consider stylistic preferences, but not in an empirical way and only targeting static “dialogs
without action”.
Kardan and Casanova [2008] present an approach to generate shots for 3D computer graphics
cinematic sequences for Maya animation from event-based descriptions of scenes of conversations
between groups of actors. In the following year, Kardan and Casanova [2009] also proposed a set
of heuristics for editing of film clips that would attempt to mimic the thought process of an actual
editor, using editing heuristics informed by a set of stylistic rules. But the systems they proposed
can only be used in static animation scenes, in which neither the camera nor the actors are moving.
De Lima et al. [2009] applied artificial intelligence methods to create a Virtual Cinematography
Director System, see Fig. 2.3. On the basis of their previous accomplishment, de Lima et al. [2012]
present a real-time editing method for interactive storytelling systems. The system can automatically
generate the adequate shot transitions, swap video segments to avoid jump cuts, and create adequate
looping scenes in real-time.
Figure 2.3: Virtual Cinematography Director for Interactive Storytelling
Burelli and Jhala [2009] presents an autonomous camera control system for real-time 3D games,
Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 2.2 Camera Control as Visual Director
8see Fig. 2.4. Their system integrates the compositional benefits of constraint-based camera, more-
over, the system is able to produce high quality visual results and smooth camera movements in
dynamic for automatic camera placement. But this system can only handle dynamic character in a
navigating base scene.
Figure 2.4: Dynamic Artificial Potential Fields for Autonomous Camera Control
2.3 Limitations
Just as de Lima et al. [2012] state, “the visual result of any current interactive storytelling system that
uses 3D worlds to dramatize the stories is far from the excellent quality of a computer animated
feature film”. Part of the reason for this lies in the limitations of automatic camera systems, in
particular regarding the parameterization of these systems that would allow for directorial style
and regarding their range of application. Some systems cannot handle dynamics in scenes such as
moving characters, and do not consider facial and body movements, or camera motion. Simulations
of depth of field and focus effects, and many cinematography rules such as the Rule of Thirds are
not considered in real-time camera systems. Most of the systems are focused on conversation scenes
with two characters; research is required in handling camera setups to shoot interactions of a group
of characters or scenes that include more concurrent points of interest.
Further, those systems are often dependent on a particular representation of the narrative. This
directly inspires my design approach towards a modular system that makes minimal assumptions
about the narrative structure and uses a focus on a particular type of scene, triadic conversations, to
work towards a reusable system that allows the parameterization to reproduce the aesthetic qualities
found in film. This includes the consideration of character emotions and the mood and style of a
Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 2.3 Limitations
9scene, not considered by previous work.
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Chapter 3: THESIS STATEMENT
3.1 Thesis Questions
In order to evoke a film aesthetic and enhance the visual experience for viewers/users/players of
games, this thesis seeks to find out how three-people conversation cinematic conventions can be
encoded as game artificial intelligence for dynamic scenes in interactive storytelling games.
3.1.1 Subsidiary Questions
The thesis problem introduced above raises further questions, both regarding research as well as
practical issues, as detailed below:
• What methods can be used to automatically capture the movements of characters including
facial animation and body animations? This part of the research includes the following topics:
– How can cameras be set up for characters with facial animation? In interactive storytelling
games, it is important to show characters’ facial expressions to VUPs to build tension
during interaction.
– How can real-time cameras be scripted in software to frame body animations? Body
animations should include VUP navigation, interaction with other characters, and inter-
action with objects. The body animations can range from very small to exaggerated in
games, therefore camera AI components need to choose the right distance and angle to
appropriately frame those animations using the camera setups.
• What algorithms are needed to code camera functions modularly, so that AI components can
be reused properly when scene settings change?
• How can camera systems be adapted for specific story emotion and visual style. The system
needs to accomplish more than just choosing camera setups according to purely geometry
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parameters of the characters. Story feeling and style also need to be reflected in camera
positions, angles, and motions.
• How can basic real-time camera movement be scripted in software to generate shots?
3.2 Project Description
Based on the research problems, a visual director system for dynamic scenes in IS games has been
created. The design of the Visual Director System (VDS) is focused on handling camera setups
that capture dynamic conversations scenes involving three characters that exhibit aforementioned
variability. This system is a step towards methods that can be used to capture the movement of
characters including facial animation and body animations in such scenes.
By implementing camera logic as a game AI component for a popular game engine, the VDS can
derive parameters of relevant characters, such as their motion scale, to determine suitable cinematic
parameters. The system is built modularly, with minimal requirements regarding the encoding of
the narrative, so that other designers can reuse it easily.
The aim of the Visual Director System is to allow for computer-generated camera work that
conforms to cinematic conventions and therefore fulfills the players’ anticipations for film-like sce-
narios. Despite the unpredictability of spatial relations, dramatic tension and character actions in a
dynamic interactive scene, the VDS can act as a (visual) director to ensure that the story is conveyed
to players effectively using film techniques.
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Chapter 4: METHODOLOGY
Different aspects were combined in my methodology for developing Visual Director System (VDS).
This chapter covers the four main aspects as follows.
• Film rule research: Studying film literature and scenes from successful movies in order to
learn what cinematic rules are essential for three-people dialogues, both shooting and editing.
Selected books and films have been researched in order to understand what specific rules need
to be included in a base system and what rules can be translated into game cinematography.
• Demonstration 3D scenes: Four 1-2 minute third-person stories have been created in which
different moods can be evoked and different camera idioms can be applied. The stories are
borrowed from classical movies (e.g. Hitchcock films), and retold in a way that best mimics
the film visual principle. Then, 3D assets including models and animations have been created
in Maya. Those particular scenes are used to test adapting film principles in dynamic scenes
within interactive storytelling games.
• Camera algorithms: This development aspect includes researching automatic camera system
algorithms from previous work. Research includes algorithms for setting camera framing, set-
ting camera angles, cutting and editing in real time, and camera setups for static three-person
conversations. All research result will be used to creating a new combination of algorithms for
basic camera setups in dynamic scenes.
• Implementing algorithms modularly in Unity 3D. Unity is a cross-platform game engine, which
is used to develop videogames for desktop platforms, consoles and mobile devices by over
one million developers [Unity 2013]. JavaScript is a widely used language available in Unity
and usable on many other platforms. To ensure the reusability of the code, the system is
implemented in Javascript using a minimal set of parameters of the character that are available
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in the Unity environment, including facing direction, size, and position, as well as additional
parameters such as the emotional states.
4.1 Film Rule Research
An implementation of classic film cinematic rules can act as reasonable baseline for directing game
dialogue scenes. In order to summarize basic idioms that are universally applicable to triadic con-
versations and reasonably independent of directorial style, we reviewed principles of cinematography
from film theory literatures and classic film scenes.
4.1.1 Principles of Cinematography Study
Audiences have a general understanding of the language of traditional storytelling media (e.g. TV,
film). Even when scenes are presented as sequences of fragmented narrative shots, audiences can
understand the story. That is because pioneers of film have created structured styles for film and TV
with which many people are comfortable. Those common structures of scenes and shots are referred
to as film idioms [Arijon 1976]: certain types of scenes are often framed from the same camera
position and angle, and edited in a similar way. For example, in a dialogue between two people, a
filmmaker usually begins with an apex view of both actors, and then alternates views between them
following the actors’ speech direction [Amerson et al. 2005].
As Mascelli [Mascelli 1976] states, expert cinematographers have used cinematic idioms for a long
time to direct the flow from frame to frame. It is important to note that many film scholars have
summarized these idioms. As early as 1976, Daniel Arijon had provided an informal compilation
of formulas, along with a discussion of the various situations in which the different formula can
be applied [Arijon 1976]. Based on Arijion’s work, in “The ‘Grammar’ of Television and Film”,
Chandler asserts that films use certain common conventions which are often referred to as ’grammar’;
he also lists the most important conventions for conveying meaning through particular camera and
editing techniques [Chandler 1990]. In 2000, Paul Wheeler [Wheeler 2005] discusses the principles
of cinematography and the expertise that unique to visual director; Blain Brown [Brown 2002]
explained details on language of the camera for storytelling in 2002. Edgar-Hunt et al. also study
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how films communicate to viewers by considering cinematography methods through which films tell
stories [Edgar-Hunt et al. 2010].
In the literature, we find many basic rules that are essential to tell a story in a triadic conversation.
Listed below is our selection that can help construct a camera language for those settings that
conforms to audiences’ expectations.
• Framing ratio of a character, which ranges from wide shot to big close up shot. The framing
ratio decides the distance from camera to the filming character. And the size of characters in
the frame should match their importance in the story at the moment.
• Camera angle, including both horizontal and vertical angles, can be used to present a hierarchy
of elements or emphasize a particular mood of the story.
• The rule of thirds can also be used to affect audiences’ interpretation and aesthetic impression.
• The line of action rule, or 180o rule. In filmmaking, an imaginary line called the line of action
connects the characters and by keeping the camera on one side of this line for every shot in
the scene. When filming continuous action sequences, spatial continuity can be achieved by
implementing line of action rule.
• Shots during dialogue must follow the speaker and then cut to reaction, which can be under-
stood as editing in real-time.
4.1.2 Conversation Scenes Research in Film
In addition to the study of literature on cinematography, a study of examples of film dialogue has
been conducted. By analyzing conversation scenes directed by different accomplished directors that
involve three characters, we intend to catalog how rules are translated in successful films, providing
insights into how this can be encoded into dynamic conversation in games using general rules while
allowing for capturing the variability of styles. Several triadic conversation scenes were studied,
twenty of them analyzed in detail, between one and three scenes per selected movie, are presented
below.
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• The 39 Steps directed by Alfred Hitchcock in 1935
The first selected scene starts with three "characters": Hannay, Smith, and a Phone, see Fig. 4.1
(08:40-09:10 in film). The phone is ringing but Smith asked Hannay not to answer. Medium shot
for Hannay is used when the phone begins to ring. Then an apex for both characters and the phone
is established with a long shot. Camera follows Hannay to the phone, but Smith asks him not to
answer it. When Hannay steps back to where he was, camera fixed on him with the presence of
Hannay.
Figure 4.1: Phone Scene from The 39 Steps
Characters that appear in the second scene include Hannay and the country couple, see Fig. 4.2
(31:32-32:08 in film). Dinner is served by the country couple, the farmer asks all of them to pray
but Hannay saw that a paper is reporting him as a murderer. Scene begins with an apex shot of the
three characters. The farmer praying, which is shown to the audience with a medium shot. Hannay,
the farmer, and the woman all have a medium shot as individual cameras. The scene cuts between
these cameras to tell the story. Hannay looking to the paper is framed using a medium shot, which
leads to the woman looking at the paper. A cut with the report on the paper explains the scene.
The woman realized the situation and looking at Hannay, then camera cut to how Hannay looks
back at her. The farmer, on the other hand, thought the other two were having an affair, the shot
of him shows his emotion to audiences. The scene concludes with an apex shot of three characters.
Figure 4.2: Dinner Scene from The 39 Steps
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• The Lady Vanishes directed by Alfred Hitchcock in 1938
Miss Froy, and two male travelers encountered in a restaurant in this scene, see Fig. 4.3 (12:07-
13:39 in film). An apex camera is used to introduce and close the scene for all three characters at
the dining table. The director grouped the two male travelers as a group with an apex camera to
show their actions and facial expressions when Miss Froy is talking, and also to shoot conversations
between those two; Another camera is set as an over the shoulder shot from the two men to capture
Miss Froy; shots between these two cameras are cut back and forth during the dialogue.
Figure 4.3: Restaurant Scene from The Lady Vanishes
This is the final reveal of the mystery for the whole movie. Dr. Hartz, Iris, and Gilbert are
presented in the scene, see Fig. 4.4 (68:18-70:00 in film). Dr. Hartz, who has been nice to the two
protagonists all the time turns out to be the bad guy. The scene develops from a happy mood to a
scary mood. In this scene, the director divides the three characters into two groups, Dr. Hartz as one
group and the other two remain a group. The framing ratio in this scene ranges from medium long
shot (apex of the three characters) to close-up (facial expression on characters when they discover
the truth).
Figure 4.4: Train Scene from The Lady Vanishes
• Rebecca directed by Alfred Hitchcock in 1940
Edythe is talking about Rebecca to the maid with one camera with wide apex shot of both
characters, when Mrs. Winter comes into the room and hears the conversation in this scene, see
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Fig. 4.5 (12:37-13:02 in film). Another camera is showing Mrs. Winter’s presence, and her action
with a medium shot. Director cuts between these two cameras when Edythe notices the visitor and
turns her head to talk to her.
Figure 4.5: Room Scene from Rebecca
• Suspicion directed by Alfred Hitchcock in 1941
Johnnie, Lina and a ticket inspector are having a conversation in this scene, see Fig. 4.6 (01:34
03:02 in film). Johnnie is required to pay more money for his wrong ticket to the ticket inspector;
but he doesn’t have enough money and tries to borrow some from Lina. Scene starts with an
apex camera to introduce the situation. Then a close-up shot is used to show the tickets. When
conversation begins, the characters are grouped into two sides, the dialogue between Johnnie and
inspector is extended to Lina when Johnnie turns his head to Lina, leads to a conversation of three
and camera cuts among the three follow their dialogue. The whole scene ends with an apex shot of
three.
Figure 4.6: Train Scene from Suspicion
The next scene shows a conversation between Johnnie, Lina and one of Johnnie’s friends,see
Fig. 4.7 (38:12-40:20 in film). A medium shot of Johnnie is used to introduce him joining the
conversation with the other two, the shot follows Johnnie and eventually moves to the spot to
present an apex of the three characters. When the conversation starts, a medium shot is used to
capture Johnnie’s facial expression when other’s talking. After Johnnie moves to the other side of
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the room, the three characters are divided into two groups, and the shots cutting between groups
are used when conversation continues. When Johnnie comes back to join the other two, an apex of
three is used to shoot the rest of dialogue.
Figure 4.7: Room Scene from Suspicion
• Spirited Away directed by Hayao Miyazaki in 2001
At the beginning of this scene, Chihiro is crying desperately with a medium shot, when Haku
comes into shot, see Fig. 4.8 (14:47-16:28 in film). While he’s comforting her and the two characters
get emotionally closer, the camera cuts from medium apex shot of the two characters to close-ups
of either single character. Then Haku hears something and looks up to the sky; a medium shot
is used to capture Haku’s action. Then a wide shot is used to introduce the third character in
scene, Yubaba, and the shot slowly moves from wide shot to medium shot. The scene ends with the
medium shot with Chihiro and Haku as a group.
Figure 4.8: Hill Scene from Spirited Away
In this scene, Chihiro is telling Yubaba that she wants to work for her but ends up disagreeing,
see Fig. 4.9 (37:40-39:25 in film). Yubaba flying towards Chihiro with the camera follows. Yubaba
begins shouting at Chihiro while she moves around her; the action is captured with a medium shot
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of both characters. Then a close-up of Chihiro is showed to explain her fear. The argument wakes
up Boh, and a camera shake introduces to the audience the third person. The camera cuts between
Boh and the other two (as a group) when the chaos happens. Then Yubaba joins Boh as a group,
the conversation develops by cutting between the group shot and shot for Chihiro.
Figure 4.9: Room Scene from Spirited Away
• Strangers on a Train directed by Alfred Hitchcock in 1951
When the scene starts, Bruno is standing while two ladies are sitting on a bench. Bruno is very
interested in the murder and that surprises the two ladies, so the three of them begin a conversation,
see Fig. 4.10 (54:36- 56:38 in film). An apex camera begins the scene with all three people in it.
After a while, Bruno changes his seat to the bench across from the one where the ladies are sitting,
so the line of action changes. The camera also follows Bruno. After that, two groups are set up,
one with Bruno and the other group with the ladies. Cameras cut between the two groups in the
dialogue. Later on, one of the ladies becomes a main character in the dialogue and the camera only
captures her and Bruno.
Figure 4.10: Party Scene from Strangers on a Train
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Guy, Anne, Barbara and the Senator in a room, see Fig. 4.11 (35:43-39:11 in film). The others
are telling Guy the tragedy of his wife and how police suspects Guy, while Guy is trying to explain
his alibi. The camera is dividing these four people into two groups at the beginning: A medium
shot introduces Guy coming into the room that follows Guy and his motion, the other is capturing
the others who are already in the room as a group. When Barbara moves to get drinks, this divides
the characters into 3 groups: cameras are cutting between them with the conversation, and give
close-ups for each person when they have intense inner activities.
Figure 4.11: Room Scene from Strangers on a Train
• Sense and Sensibility directed by Ang Lee in 1995
At beginning of the scene, Elinor is reading, and she sees John and Margaret fencing outside. See
Fig. 4.12 (13:21-15:11 in film). A shot filming from Elinor’s back and presenting John and Margaret
in the garden outside is used to introduce all characters. A medium close up shot of Elinor captures
her action of looking outside. Then the camera shows the two outside using a wide shot from Elinor’s
perspective. Camera cuts between these two groups, to reveal the actions outdoor and the facial
expression on Elinor. Margaret sees Elinor and waves to her, and then John waves to Elinor as well,
a medium shot of John shows his emotion.
Figure 4.12: Garden Scene from Sense and Sensibility
• Pulp Fiction directed by Quentin Tarantino in 1994
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An apex medium shot of the two main characters is established when they are talking about
robbery in a café, see Fig. 4.13 (01:02-01:16 in film). Then the waitress comes. The waitress shows
herself a little bit in the apex camera, and the conversation cut to her personal camera, which is a
close-up is show her action. The director then uses another camera to present the lady of the young
couple, who is interacting with the waitress. The original apex of the couple is also used to end the
scene with the waitress leaving.
Figure 4.13: Cafe scene from Pulp Fiction
• Chinatown directed by Roman Polanski in 1974
Gittes is telling a joke to his two partners, and then Evelyn came in, see Fig. 4.14 (18:01-20:20
in film). At first Gittes didn’t know Evelyn’s presence, and keep talking the joke, then Gittes turn
around and begins a serious conversation with Evelyn. Evelyn said she’s going to sue Gittes, and
Gittes then realized he has been set up early. The story is developed from funny to serious to
mysterious. At first an apex medium shot shows the three partners joking around, then the scene is
cut to the other two partners’ personal camera to show the change in their faces. Then camera cuts
to the other direction to show the funny joking face of Gittes and Evelyn’s presence which explains
why the other two partners’ facial change, also shows Gittes don’t know about Evelyn’s arrival.
When Gittes finally turns around and sees Evelyn, the mood of the scene becomes serious. When
Gittes finds out what going on, he turns back to the other two partners. Camera cut to them, show
their face with medium close-up shot. At last camera cuts back to show the conversation between
Gittes and Evelyn.
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Figure 4.14: Room Scene from Chinatown
• Raging Bull directed by Martin Scorsese in 1980
In this scenario, Vickie is beside a pool, and Joey and Jake is outside the pool, there’s a fence
between the two groups, see Fig. 4.15 (24:13-25:38 in film). At the beginning of the scene, a camera
follows Joey from the car to the fence, while he calls Vickie’s name. Then the shot switches to
Vickie’s presence, while she walks towards the camera. Then an apex shot is used to shoot both of
them. After Vickie mentions the car, and both of them turn their heads to the car, thus introduces
Jake from the car. Camera then follows Jake to join the other two. Then conversation switched to
Jake and Vickie, which is present by cutting between individual cameras of each.
Figure 4.15: Pool Scene from Raging Bull
This scene is right after the fight scene in which Joey beats Salvy at a club, see Fig. 4.16 (63:01-
64:20 in film). Compared to the intense fighting scene, this scene is quite calm, with slow music and
a peaceful environment. Como asks Joey and Salvy to apologise to each other and shake hands.
Scene starts with shots of the environment, from the front door of the club they are in, to boiled
water, then to other people playing cards in the club, to show a quiet environment. Eventually, the
camera leads to the three main characters, who are sitting around a table. The director uses two
cameras to frame the conversation, each camera has two characters in it, and cuts between these
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two cameras as the dialogue develops. An apex of the three characters shows a goodbye hug ending
the scene.
Figure 4.16: Room Scene from Raging Bull
• Ju Dou directed by Zhang Yimou in 1990
Jinshan, Tianqing, and Erlaizi are in this scene, see Fig. 4.17 (00:38-01:54 in film). Tianqing is
just back from his working trip; he has been away for 3 months. While Tianqing is away, Erlaizi
has been working for Jinshan as substitute. This scene is used to show Tianqing is back, Erlaizi has
been told to go, and how stingy Jinshan is. At first, a very wide shot has been used to introduce
Tianqing; it shows Tianqing going into a house. Then the director cuts to an apex wide shot to
show Tianqing is entering while Jinshan is eating, after a dialogue between these two, Jinshan turns
up his head and calls for Erlaizi, Tianqing turns to that direction as well. Erlanzi then enters the
scene, and after chatting for a while, he leaves. Tianqing looks around the house noticing wedding
decoration, which will lead to the next scene in which he finds out Jinshan is married again. The
whole scene is presented with only one shot.
Figure 4.17: Room Scene from Ju Dou
• Stranger Than Paradise directed by Jim Jarmusch in 1984
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Eva takes the other two characters to see the big lake at Cleveland, but the snow is too heavy, see
Fig. 4.18 (54:51-56:28 in film). The scene captures them getting out off the car, and then standing
along the lake bank. This whole film is famous for its long shots; every single section was framed
with a long shot. At first, the camera was framed very far away, to show all of them getting out off
the car. And the camera follows them as they are walking to the lake. As they stop at the fence,
the camera holds as a medium-long shot till the scene ends.
Figure 4.18: Lake Scene from Stranger Than Paradise
Willie and Eddie are leaving, Eva is saying goodbye to them by the car, see Fig. 4.19 (56:33-57:30
in film). After she kisses both the guys’ goodbye, Eva watches the car leaving, and then go back to
her house. The whole scene is established with only one long shot. The shot begins right by the car,
with the back trunk open. When the scene starts, the trunk closes, and reveals all three characters.
The camera stays where it starts till the car moves away. Eva step forward a few steps with the
camera following her; then she goes back to her house while the camera stays still.
Figure 4.19: Car Scene from Stranger Than Paradise
In this scene, Willie, Eddie and Eva are at the motel, see Fig. 4.20 (73:01-75:33 in film). Willie
and Eddie went gambling and left Eva at the motel, Eva was upset about this. But on the other
hand, Willie and Eddie lost all the money. At the beginning of the scene, Eva saw the other two
coming back, so she pretends to read. Then the others come into the room. When Eva is asking
where they went, the boys begin to have an argument about the money they lost. Willie slams the
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door to go outside, but comes back to apologize eventually. This scene is also filmed with a long
shot. The camera follows Eva at first, and when Willie and Eddie come in, the camera begins to
follow Willie. The scene ends up with all three of them in an apex shot.
Figure 4.20: Room Scene from Stranger Than Paradise
Conclusion
The scenes described above exemplify several rules that are present in most of the analyzed scenes
and that can be translated into game cinematography establishing a baseline for camera setups. In
the lists below, the reference numbers indicate the corresponding figure for the scene.
1. Basic rules for framing and camera positioning and orientation are observed. These include
the use of standard shot types, the rule of thirds, and the over-the-shoulder shot idiom.
• All of the twenty scenes are using standard framing rules.
• Fourteen out of twenty scenes have shots that follow the Rule of Thirds: Phone Scene
from The 39 Steps 4.1, Dinner Scene from The 39 Steps 4.2, Train Scene from The Lady
Vanishes 4.4, Room Scene from Rebecca 4.5, Hill Scene from Spirited Away 4.8, Room
Scene from Spirited Away 4.9, Party Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.10, Room Scene
from Strangers on a Train 4.11, Garden Scene from Sense and Sensibility 4.12, Café
scene from Pulp Fiction 4.13, Room Scene from Chinatown 4.14, Pool Scene from Raging
Bull 4.15, Car Scene from Stranger Than Paradise 4.19, and Room Scene from Stranger
Than Paradise 4.20.
• Seven scenes have shots that use the Over-the-shoulder Shot idiom: Restaurant Scene
from The Lady Vanishes 4.3, Train Scene from The Lady Vanishes 4.4, Hill Scene from
Spirited Away 4.8, Party Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.10, Garden Scene from Sense
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and Sensibility 4.12, Room Scene from Chinatown 4.14, and Pool Scene from Raging
Bull 4.15.
2. An apex camera showing all characters is used most frequently for establishing and ending a
conversation scene.
• In all the triadic conversation scenes we analyzed, twelve out of twenty scenes have used
an apex camera of three characters to introduce the scene: Dinner Scene from The 39
Steps 4.2, Restaurant Scene from The Lady Vanishes 4.3, Train Scene from The Lady
Vanishes 4.4, Train Scene from Suspicion 4.6, Party Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.10,
Room Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.11, Garden Scene from Sense and Sensibility 4.12,
Café scene from Pulp Fiction 4.13, Room Scene from Chinatown 4.14, Room Scene from
Raging Bull 4.16, Lake Scene from Stranger Than Paradise 4.18, and Car Scene from
Stranger Than Paradise 4.19.
• Half of the scenes are closing with apex shots: Dinner Scene from The 39 Steps 4.2,
Restaurant Scene from The Lady Vanishes 4.3, Train Scene from The Lady Vanishes 4.4,
Train Scene from Suspicion 4.6, Room Scene from Suspicion 4.7, Hill Scene from Spir-
ited Away 4.8, Café scene from Pulp Fiction 4.13, Room Scene from Raging Bull 4.16,
Lake Scene from Stranger Than Paradise 4.18, and Room Scene from Stranger Than
Paradise 4.20
3. The basic guideline in dialogue cinematography regarding the camera positioning relative to
the “line of action” connecting conversation participants is observed. If characters are moving
around, the line of action changes and leads to position and angle alterations of all cameras.
The line of action alternation can be observed in nine scenes that we analyzed: Phone Scene
from The 39 Steps 4.1, Room Scene from Suspicion 4.7, Room Scene from Spirited Away 4.9,
Party Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.10, Room Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.11, Room
Scene from Chinatown 4.14, Pool Scene from Raging Bull 4.15, Lake Scene from Stranger Than
Paradise 4.18, and Room Scene from Stranger Than Paradise 4.20.
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4. Further, these scenes show the influence of a scene’s mood on camera parameters. A higher
emotional tension of characters is almost always shown with camera framing that tends to use
more close-ups. In seven out of twenty scenes, the framing ratio exemplifies this influence of
mood: Train Scene from The Lady Vanishes 4.4, Hill Scene from Spirited Away 4.8, Room
Scene from Spirited Away 4.9, Party Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.10, Room Scene from
Strangers on a Train 4.11, Garden Scene from Sense and Sensibility 4.12, and Pool Scene from
Raging Bull 4.15.
5. Basic camera movement, such as camera following, needs to be established when characters
are moving or have noticeable body motions. In ten scenes, camera tracking motions are
used to follow characters when they are moving: from Phone Scene from The 39 Steps 4.1,
Train Scene from The Lady Vanishes 4.4, Room Scene from Suspicion 4.8, Room Scene from
Spirited Away 4.9, Party Scene from Strangers on a Train 4.10, Room Scene from Strangers
on a Train 4.11, Room Scene from Chinatown 4.14, Pool Scene from Raging Bull 4.15, Lake
Scene from Stranger Than Paradise 4.18, and Room Scene from Stranger Than Paradise 4.20.
4.2 Demonstration 3D Scenes
In order to test the functionality of the visual director system and to illustrate how the visual director
system could be used, four stories have been created in which different moods can be evoked and
different camera idioms can be applied. The stories are selected from the film scenes described above,
and retold in a way that mimics the films’ visual principles based on the rules the original director
chose to follow. The stories are recreated with shared 3D assets. In all of those 3D scenes:
• One protagonist character and 2 non-player characters (NPCs) are animated.
• Different emotions (e.g. angry, happy) of the protagonist will be evoked based on the choices
the VUP makes.
• Different facial animations were created for each character for various emotions.
• Different body actions are carried out based on the emotional choices that a VUP makes. Tiny
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body movements are presented during calm scenes whereas exaggerated body movements are
shown in scenes with intense emotions.
• Character/Characters keep moving and the line of action between characters changes during
game play.
4.2.1 Story Selection
We selected four scenes from the conversation scenes in film as example stories to show in a game
environment. The four scenes have different scene settings and different moods, and are also directed
in various styles. The films are The Lady Vanishes, Chinatown, Strangers on a Train, and Stranger
Than Paradise.
The Lady Vanishes
This is a scene from the movie The Lady Vanishes, directed by Alfred Hitchcock. In the film,
a young girl, named Iris, realizes that a lady seems to have disappeared from the train; then she
begins to look for the woman with Gilbert, a young men she met on the journey. In this scene (as
shown in Fig. 4.4: Train Scene from The Lady Vanishes) Iris and Gilbert have had some discovery,
and they are about to tell Dr. Hartz, who shows particular interest in the case. But Dr. Hartz
turns out to be the one behind the whole incident. The mood of this scene develops from a happy
mood (when Iris and Gilbert thought they found the missing lady) to a scary mood (Dr, Hartz is
behind all this). We chose this scene because the mood changes dramatically as the story develops.
Re-building this particular scene in Unity tests that the Visual Director System can deal with scenes
with different moods.
Chinatown
This is a scene from the movie Chinatown, directed by Roman Polanski. In this scene, Evelyn,
Gittes and his two partners (as a group, which we represented as one character) have a conversation.
At first, Gittes is telling a joke to his two partners, and then Evelyn comes into the room. At first
Gittes doesn’t know of Evelyn’s presence, and keeps talking to the two partners. After a while,
Gittes turns around and notices Evelyn. He then begins a serious conversation with Evelyn. Evelyn
says she is going to sue Gittes, and Gittes then realizes he has been set up earlier. The story (as
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shown in Fig. 4.14) is developing from funny to serious to mysterious. We chose this scene because
this is a plot in which the audience knows more about the current situation than the character, thus
creating an interesting camera setting.
Strangers on a Train
This is a scene from the movie Strangers on a Train, directed by Alfred Hitchcock. In this scene
(as shown in Fig. 4.10), one of the main characters, Bruno, and two other ladies are siting on a bench.
Bruno shows his interest in murder and this surprises the two ladies. All of the three characters
begin talking about murder. At first, the three people are sitting in a line, but after a while, Bruno
changes his seat to the bench across the one the ladies are siting on, and the line of action changes.
This scene is chosen because line of action in the scene is changing, to demonstrate that the VDS
can handle line changing situations.
Stranger Than Paradise
This is a scene from the movie Stranger Than Paradise, directed by Jim Jarmusch. In this scene
(as shown in Fig. 4.18), the three characters, Willie, Eddie and Eva are at the big lake at Cleveland.
Eva took the other two to see the lake, but the snow was too heavy. The scene captures the three
characters getting out off the car, walking to the lake and standing along the lake bank, and presents
their conversation. Retelling this scene in Unity tests the system’s ability to handle long shots with
camera movement.
4.2.2 Creation of 3D Scenes
After setting on the storylines, all animations were done in Maya to simulate the motion that
characters have in the original stories. Purchased models were used to create the story scenes. See
the basic model in Fig. 4.21. Characters that have already been modeled, textured and rigged were
modified for creating different characters and different animations to create the story scenes.
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Figure 4.21: Basic Model with Rigging
The model mesh has been modified to resemble characters of different gender, and textures
are used to recreate different characters in stories. Modified characters with different features are
showing in Fig. 4.22 .
Figure 4.22: Different Characters
After the modification of meshes and textures, animations have been created for each character
in different stories. To make the animation conform with the original stories, animation motions are
abstracted from the movie scenes as asset lists, an example is shown as Table. 4.1, and animations
are made based on the list. After the animations were created, they needed to be baked to be
imported into Unity.
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Table 4.1: Asset List Example




Standing Talk and grin
Gun in hand Grining
Sit down Talk and grin




Sit up on the chair Neutral
Turn head and turn back Smile
Stand up then sit down Suspicious
Sitting Scared








Hand around her neck Scared
Faint down Close eyes
4.3 VDS’ Intelligent Camera Algorithm
This part of the research includes two aspects:
1. Research on algorithms found in related works:
• Algorithms for setting camera framing that ranges from extreme close-ups to long shots.
• Algorithms for setting camera angles that involve low angles, eye-level angles and high angles.
• Algorithms for camera setups for three-person conversations.
• Algorithms for scene cutting and editing in real time.
2. Creation of camera setup algorithms for character animation, achieved by using the following
methods:
• Each character’s attributes including general position, scale, head position, facing direction,
and current emotion are stored and read in real time.
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• Since different emotions can lead to different ranges of motion, the emotion entity will store
the most suitable camera framings positions for the character.
• Based on the current attributes and current action status (character is navigating, interacting
with NPCs), the Line of Action is calculated in real time to determine the final camera setup
for the current scene.
Based on the studied algorithms, these camera algorithms were implemented in Javascript for
the Unity engine.
4.3.1 Framing
The basic setup for an automatic camera system requires algorithms for setting camera framing. As
stated earlier, the framing of characters ranges from wide shot to big close-up shot, see Fig. 4.23.
Figure 4.23: Different Shot Framing
As can be see in Fig. 4.23, each framing ratio presents different parts of characters in a shot, the
feature of each kind of shot is described in Table. 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Framing Ratios in film rules
Wide Shot
Shot which shows all or most of a fairly large
subject (for example, a character) and much
of the surroundings.
Medium Wide Shot
In the case of a standing actor, the lower
frame line cuts off her feet and ankles.
Medium Shot
In such a shot the characters occupy roughly
equal areas in the frame. In the case of the
standing actor, the lower frame border
passes through the waist.
Medium Close-Up Shot
The lower frame line passes through the
chest of the actor. Medium shots are
frequently used for the tight presentation of
two actors.
Close-Up
Close-ups focus attention on a person’s
feelings or reactions, and are sometimes
used in interviews to show people in a state of
emotional excitement, grief or joy.
Big Close-Up
Show the character from forehead to chin. In
interviews, the use of Big Close-Up may
emphasise the interviewee’s tension and
suggest lying or guilt.
Cameras are set up for showing characters’ reactions to players to build tension during interaction.
However, in games, characters are often showing body animations including the player character’s
navigation and interaction with other characters, and the ratio of shots will change as the characters
show body animations.
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To get character information to set up right framing for characters, VDS uses the following
methods and calculations.
• Get Character position using transform.localPosition.
• Get Character facing direction using transform.eulerAngles.
• Character size use mesh.bounds.size x transform.localScale
• Camera reposition
– Camera position.y = Character position.y
– Camera position.z -= distance× Sinα;
– Camera position.x += distance× Cosα; see in Fig. 4.24 .
Figure 4.24: Get the character information to reposition camera
In the VDS, framing and angles are determined by the mesh size of characters. The ratio of the
frame height of each shot type in relation to the body size is defined, based on collections of film
cinematography idioms, as shown in the table below.
When repositioning the camera, the parameter distance between character and camera is calcu-
lated using the character size and the field of view meter of the current camera setting, as shown in
Fig. 4.25.
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Table 4.3: Framing Ratios in VDS
Shot Type Ratio Frame of Body
Wide Shot 130%





Figure 4.25: Calculation of distance between camera and character
In this way, as the character has motion in her animation, the character size updates in real time,
the framing can use the updated ratios adapting to the mesh change. The equation below is used
to update the distance.
Distance = (0.5×Ratio× CharacterSize)/Tan(0.5× fieldOfV iew);
As players are influencing the game’s story in real time, the animation and position of the character
also change in real time. The facial and body animations can range from very subdued to exaggerated
in games, so there might be a chance that (1) the framing distance is too far away to see facial
animations clearly or (2) the framing distance is too close to see the whole body movements of
characters. To solve this problem, VDS requires an “emotion” parameter to indicate the current
motion scale of each character. Based on these parameters, VDS determines suitable cinematic
framing and angles.
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4.3.2 Camera Angles
The setup for VDS also requires algorithms for camera angles; include vertical angles and horizontal
angles. Vertical angles of shot refers to the height from which the camera takes the scene while
horizontal angles of shot refers to the direction to present the character.
The visual director system considers three kinds of shots in vertical angles, low level shot, eye
level shot, and high level shot. A low angle shot places the camera below the character, exaggerating
his or her importance; an eye level shot is one made from a position at the level of the character’s
eyes; and in a high angle shot, the camera looks down at a character, making the viewer feel more
powerful than him or her, or suggesting a feel of detachment. Fig. 4.26 demonstrates those camera
angles.
Figure 4.26: Vertical Angle of Shot
In the Visual Director System, we implemented vertical angle by defining the camera angle with
different degrees, as shown in Table. 4.4, and adding the product of distance from character to
camera and tangent of current vertical degree to the camera height position.
Table 4.4: Defining Vertical Angle in VDS




The visual director system considers eight kinds of shots in horizontal angles to show characters
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from differen directions. As presented in Fig. 4.27, those horizontal angles can demonstrates all
basic points of view of a single character.
Figure 4.27: Horizontal Angle of Shot
The shots of horizontal angles are defined with angles shown in Table. 4.5. When characters are
moviung, particularly in rotating, the horizontal angle will update with current facing direction and
varies the degree around character with the change of facing direction.
Table 4.5: Defining Horizontal Angle in VDS









4.3.3 Rule Of Thirds
In a conversation scene, personal cameras usually follow the rule of thirds: important elements are
placed on imaginary lines dissecting the camera view into thirds horizontally and vertically. In a
three-people conversation scene, the characters are the important elements. The character on the
right should be displayed on the right one-third of the screen while the left character should be on
the left.
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Firstly, an algorithm is used to calculate which character is on which side using the position of
the apex camera and the middle point between the characters as an initial vector. After getting the
right/left status of each character, the system needs to move the personal camera of each character
in order to realize the rule of thirds. The distance D that the camera position needs to be moved can
be calculated by the equation 4.28. The precise vector of the new camera position can be calculated
as shown in the following equation.
Figure 4.28: Rule of Thirds Calculation
The precise vector of the new camera position can be calculated as Fig. 4.29 .
Figure 4.29: Rule of Thirds Camera Position
After all the calculation mentioned above, there’s still a problem that with different camera
angles, different horizontal angle of characters can end up randomly as a left third or a right third.
This occurs when the horizontal angle of a character is close to the camera angle. A potential
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solution is to check the horizontal angle of characters and the current camera angle, and if the
difference between angle of character and angle of camera is less than 90, then resulted in a right
third screen framing; otherwise the framing can end up with a left third screen framing. The issue
can be fixed by using two separate functions RuleOfThirdLeft() or RuleOfThirdRight() based on
the rule illustrated in Fig. 4.30.
Figure 4.30: Method of Left or Right Third
4.3.4 Line Of Action
In filmmaking, an imaginary line called the “line of action” connects the characters and by keeping
the camera on one side of this line for every shot in the scene, VDS replicates the expected idiom
of film cinematography. We generalized an algorithm to calculate the line of action to three people
conversations.
The algorithm uses mesh information including the mesh size, position, and facing direction for
each character. The algorithm first gets information for all of the three characters include the size,
position, and facing direction of each character, then draws a line between the position of one of
the characters and the middle point of rest two characters only consider 2 of the dimensions, see in
Fig. 4.31.
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Figure 4.31: Defining Line of Action
The Visual Director System then defines the framing size of the scene based on the distance be-
tween characters or max of character height, which is determined by quotient of these two compared
to current display ratio (in this case, we set it to 16/9); and then chooses the framing and position of
an Apex camera in relation to the surrounding scene. If the quotient of distance between characters
and max character height is greater than 16/9, distance between characters is used as scene size. In
the other case that the quotient is less than or equal to 16/9, max character size is considered as
scene size, see Fig. 4.32.
Figure 4.32: Defining framing size of the scene
After calculating the line and defining framing ratio of the apex camera, the following algorithm
is used to define the camera angle using line of action. Firstly, the angle of the line of action is
calculated, the camera Angle is actually the reverse angle of the line of action angle. See Fig. 4.33
below.
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Figure 4.33: Defining Camera Angle of Apex Shot
After the basic character angle has been defined, the camera angle can deal with most of the
situations for apex shots to generate a shot with the right angle to present with varying position
and facing direction in all three characters. But in some cases, issues will occur:
• If characters are standing in a line, so that the character in front may block the view of the
latter ones. A way to solve this problem is that if the line of action direction is similar to the
shooting direction, switch the camera to rotate 90 degrees from the basic angle.
| arcTan(LineX/LineY )− cameraAngle |< 20
or | arcTan(LineX/LineY )− cameraAngle+ 180 |< 20,
CameraAngle+ = 90
• Sometimes the characters may not be positioned in a line, but very closely, the latter characters
would be hard to see from the audience’s perspective. This problem can also be solved by
changing basic shooting direction.
20 ≤| arcTan(LineX/LineY )− cameraAngle |< 45
or 20 ≤| arcTan(LineX/LineY )− cameraAngle+ 180 |< 45
CameraAngle+ = 60
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• If the characters are all facing backwards, the basic camera will only capture their backs, which
make the shot useless. This issue is solved by switching camera direction.
Finally, an algorithm is applied to determine which side of the line of action the apex camera is
on, in order to place other cameras. We used the facial direction of characters as the factors to set
the initial side of apex cameras, on which side most characters are closed being facing to the apex
camera. Cameras can be on the left or right side of the line of action based on previous algorithm.
As shown in Fig. 4.34, the line of action is defined as the line from (x1, z1) to (x2, z2); and from
(x1, z1) to (x2, z2), a line can be defined as Ax + Bz + C = 0, in which A = y2 − z1, B = x1 − x2,
and C = x2 × z1 − x1 × z2. Then we define another variable as D = A× xc +B × zc +C. If D > 0,
the camera is on the right of the line; if D < 0, the camera is on the left. If D = 0, the camera is
on the line of action.
Figure 4.34: Calculation on which side the apex camera is
In this algorithm and all algorithms above, we didn’t consider the environment and obstructions
for the camera. We assumed by default that the environment settings do not affect the position of
the camera. More complex environment situations that can lead to blocking camera views need to
be solved in the future.
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4.3.5 Over The Shoulder Shot
Over-the-shoulder shots are realized using information on the skeleton of characters targeting a
character’s shoulder and using characters’ eye positions as head targets. If the characters are basi-
cally positioned face-to-face, this results in a shot of the target character/characters from another
character’s shoulder. Using the results of the line of action calculation, it can be determined in the
algorithm if the left or the right shoulder should be used based on the scene setting.
A problem with this method to generate over the shoulder shots is that, only if the characters are
basically placed face-to-face, it can capture a shot of target character/characters from a character’s
shoulder, otherwise the over the shoulder shot cannot be generated in a right way.
4.3.6 Camera Movement
On the basis of static camera settings, camera movement can be utilized to form complex shots.
Just as Newman (Newman 2008) points out, the use of camera movement is a key element in
cinematography to add excitement to games.
Camera movement in traditional cinema is usually used only for special purposes. Motions
include camera travelling, tracking, dollying, panning and tilting techniques. Camera motions have
always been used in one of narrative motivations below:
• For establishing contexts of a particular shot.
• For establishing relations between characters in scene.
• For tracking targets.
• For transitions between focus and context or context and focus.
In the Visual Director System, the only camera motion we considered so far is for tracking
targets, in which the camera tracks the character motion when need. In all algorithms, the 3D mesh
of characters information, which include position, size, and facing direction are updated and read in
real time to generate shots, so if characters have body animation, the camera system will track the
motion and therefore generate camera motion.
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4.3.7 From Algorithm to camera function
All algorithms mentioned above were implemented as camera functions in the Visual Director Sys-
tem, abstracting from film cinematography principles based on basic elements of computer graphics,
as an artificial intelligence component script using JavaScript. Another set of scripts accesses charac-
ter information, including position, facing direction, character size information etc. Camera function
scripts that are restricted by the film rule algorithms combine the information of characters in a
scene to generate suitable shots. The process is shown in Fig. 4.35
Figure 4.35: From Algorithm to camera function
4.4 Implementation
All algorithms are coded modularly in Unity 3D using JavaScript. Unity 3D is a cross-platform
game engine used to develop video games for desktop platforms, consoles and mobile devices by
over one million developers. JavaScript was chosen to ensure easy re-usability of the code by non-
experts. The system’s current parameters are mesh details including facing direction, size, position,
and character’s emotion status and dialog timing.
The aim of the iterative approach of analyzing scenes from successful films is to eventually
abstract the practical knowledge embedded in those creations, rather than postulating it from the-
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oretical considerations alone. The current iteration of the VDS works partly as a director that
determines what cinematic conventions fit the specific real-time conditions in conversation scenes,
and partly as a controllable camera system for which game designers will input basic instructions to
get suitable shot sequences.
In order to turn basic instructions to VDS into final result shots, the system uses abstract
principles of cinematography and real-time character information as parameters for its calculations.
In triadic conversations, the system firstly sets up an apex camera in a way so that most faces can
be revealed. Subsequently, cameras to capture each character are positioned on the same side as
the apex camera relative to the line-of-action. This includes personal cameras and apex cameras of
two characters each. The game designer can set the base framing and vertical angle for these initial
shots manually if needed. During the conversation, four kinds of changes automatically affect shot
selection:
• Horizontal movement of characters or turning heads change the line-of-action, which in turn
changes the position of cameras that capture individual characters.
• Changes in the characters’ height, for example sitting down, affect the framing ratios auto-
matically.
• The mood of the scene and the individual characters is currently represented as an “emotion”
parameter per character that directly affects the framing factors and angles in real time.
• Cuts between cameras are driven by characters talking and showing reactions to player actions.
By design, the system enables the game designer to pre-specify shot sequences based on events such
as character actions and utterances or changes in mood and character emotions. This approach
allows the combination of system intelligence with authorial control and directorial stylistic choices.
Four third-person interactive stories have been created as an animation using existing 3D assets
modeled in Maya and imported into Unity to demonstrate the VDS. These scenes recreate scenes
from the movies The Lady Vanishes, Chinatown, Stranger On a Train, and Stranger than Paradise,
as mentioned above. In those demonstration scenes, different moods are evoked and different camera
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idioms can be applied. The protagonist in those scene can be directed by the player through the
scene, and interact with other NPCs. In those four scenes, the Visual Director System demonstrates
that it can imitate the shots found in the original story lines.
4.4.1 System Use/Reuse Pipeline
The system is designed to be modularly reused in 3D triadic conversations in game. As the Visual
Director System has been used in four demonstration scenes, a pipeline to use or reuse the camera
system has been created.
The system follows a director’s working process. Just like a director needs to get actors to set up
a scene, game designers can use Visual Director System to define characters; just as directors need to
write down shots description on a storyboard, with the framing and angles they want, game designers
can use Visual Director System to define shots requirement. After getting the input information
from designers, the VDS can calculate camera information based on character information and film
rules to generate shots the designers want, irrespective of the location, size or action of characters.
As can be seen in Table. 4.6, the use of VDS includes inputs from designers, automatic camera
setting calculations, and output shots.
Table 4.6: Visual Director System Working Process
Input Define each character and shots requirement
Calculation Calculate camera setups from characters information
Output Computer generated shots
Fig. 4.36 explains the pipeline for how the system can be use and reused in game production.
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Figure 4.36: System Use or Reuse Pipeline
Firstly, game designer need to import models with animations into the scene, and define char-
acters into character1, character2 and character3, which will be used to call different characters in
VDS. After that, a script called Information.js needs to be assigned to different characters, this
script is used to allow the camera access to the information of characters.
Designers also need to import story elements. In the case of the demonstration scenes, these are
audio snippets of a story, and defined time slots cutting audio in timeline.
After that, the designer needs to write a script to define shots, with the information that in a
particular time slot, the framing requirement of the shot and which characters are needed in the
shot. For example, if in time slot 1, the designer needs a closeup shot of character1; and in time slot
1, the designer needs a medium shot of all three characters. An example shot definition list can be
seen in Table. 4.7.
Table 4.7: Example of Shot Definition
Shot Number Input Information Timeline
1 Apex of Three characters;Medium Shot. 0:00-0:05
2 Apex of Character 2 and 3;Medium close-up. 0:05-0:09
3 Medium close-up of Character1 0:09-0:12
... ... ...
Then the system will automatically generate shots for three people dynamic dialogue, in which
the system reacts to a game conversation with character animation and limited camera movement.
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Chapter 5: RESULTS
A Unity prototype has been created for automatic real-time camera position setups, camera angle
setups, camera motion, and editing functions in three-person conversation scenes to demonstrate
the VDS. The functions achieved include:
5.1 Single Character Framing And Angle Setting
Functions to set camera framing that ranges from close-ups to long shots, as well as functions to set
camera horizontal and vertical angles are encoded in the VDS, shown in Fig. 5.1.
• Algorithms for setting camera framing that range from close-ups to long shots.
• Algorithms for setting camera horizontal angles that from front, side to back.
• Algorithms for setting camera vertical angles that involve low angles, eye-level angles and high
angles.
Figure 5.1: Auto framing and angling
5.2 Line Of Action Calculation And Apex Camera Functions
VDS can determine the line of action in the conversation and capture multiple characters in the
camera in any position or size, see Fig. 5.2.
• Algorithms for capturing three or two characters in the camera in any position or size.
• Determining line of action in the conversation scene, and detecting that the camera is on the
left or right of the line.
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Figure 5.2: Apex Camera for Three or Two Characters
5.3 Personal Cameras For 3-People Conversations
The cameras for individuals are always staying on the same side of the apex camera based on the
180-degree rules; the individual cameras can also function as over the shoulder shots. Rule of Thirds
has been encoded in the system so that the character on left is displayed on the left one third and
the character on right is displayed on the right one third, see Fig. 5.3.
• Cameras for individuals are always on the same side of the apex camera based on the 180-degree
rules.
• Coded Rule of Third in the system, so that the character on the left is displayed on the left
one third and the character on the right is displayed on the right one third.
Figure 5.3: Individual Camera for Characters in Dialogue
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5.4 Over The Shoulder Shot
If the characters are positioned face-to-face, this function can provide a shot of a target character
or characters from another character’s shoulder. Over the shoulder shots can be set to use the left
or right shoulder based on the scene, see Fig. 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Over the Shoulder Shot
5.5 Camera Switching Function
In VDS, cameras are tagged as Camera Apex, Personal Camera or Over the Shoulder Camera with
different scripts, and the enabling and disabling cameras and scripts realizes camera switches between
them.
• Algorithms for switching between apex camera, individual cameras and over the shoulder
cameras.
• Camera switches for the demonstration scenes are based on the audio tracks taken from the
originals, the system can switch cameras based on which character is talking.
5.6 Camera Motion
In VDS, cameras will track character animation when character position, size of character is changed,
see Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Camera motion function
5.7 Demo Scenes
The visual director system for dynamic three-character scenes has been used in four 3D scenes. The
application of VDS results in computer-generated camera work that conforms to anticipate film-like
scenarios in those four demo scenes. Despite the spatial relations, dramatic tension and character
actions that can change unpredictably in a dynamic interactive scene, the VDS can act as a director
to ensure that the story is conveyed to viewer/user/player effectively using film techniques, see
Fig. 5.6.
Figure 5.6: VDS demo scene shots
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In these four scenes, different player interaction examples have been implemented.
1. As shown in Fig. 5.7, the system can make automatic adjustments, adapting to variations
spatial locations to in the scene, resulting in shots based on player actions, while the shot is
also restricted by camera rules that coded in the system and game designer’s decision.
Figure 5.7: Automatic Adjustment on Shot Variations
2. When playing through the virtual scene, players can choose to cut between cameras as in
Fig. 5.8 or choose different framing ratios as in Fig. 5.9 to check the whole scene and different
character actions.
Figure 5.8: Cutting Between Cameras
Figure 5.9: Choose Different Framing Ratio
3. When player is interacting with story in 3D interactive storytelling games, the camera can
react to player’s choice. As can be seen in Fig. 5.10. This function allows designer to design
different story branches in game without worrying about breaking a player’s spatial continuity.
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Figure 5.10: React to Different Story Branch
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSION
The current iteration of the VDS works partly as a director that determines what cinematic conven-
tions fit the specific real-time conditions in conversation scenes, and partly as a controllable camera
system for which game designers will input basic instructions to get suitable shot sequences.
Visual Director System is designed for 3D interactive storytelling games, in which a player is
controlling the story plot, and can freely navigate the virtual scene. With an automatic camera
system that follows film cinematography principles, and also allows player to interact with scene
settings within the virtual scene in various situation, the player can feel immersed in the story with
an film aesthetic that he/she is familiar with, and understand the story better. The Visual Director
System is moving towards an intelligent camera system.
Game designers can use VDS in three people conversations to save from manually placing cameras
constantly to deal with dynamic conversation situations. We provide a set of vocabulary that can
be used to abstract scenes, include six kinds of framing ratios, three vertical camera angles, eight
horizontal camera angles, four kind of apex shot functions, three kind of personal shot functions, and
one camera motion function. Designer can combine any of this set of camera vocabulary to create
various shots for different scenes. The VDS can result in computer-generated camera work that
conforms to the anticipations associated with film-like scenarios in dynamic triadic game dialogues.
Despite the spatial relations, dramatic tension and character actions that varies in different scene
situation in a dynamic interactive scene, the VDS can act as a director to ensure that the story
is conveyed to players effectively using film techniques. The Visual Director System is useful and
easily reusable for dynamic three-character scenes in interactive storytelling games. In this chapter,
we will talk about how VDS made contribution to the field, and also conclude the limitations the
current VDS has and what can be done to improve the system in the future.
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6.1 Implications Of Research
The Visual Director System is designed for dynamic three-character conversation scenes in games.
Game designers can use it modularly if they are dealing with similar situation. The VDS can reduce
design time for game designers for they no longer need to manually place and constantly changing
the position and angle of cameras.
The Visual Director System can extend the traditional way of storytelling, and enhance the
visual experience for VUPs in interactive storytelling games. The system can extend the traditional
way of storytelling, may blur the lines between films and games, and make the narrative storytelling
aesthetic of these two more consistent.
6.2 Limitation and Future Work
Due to the time limitation, there are of course some limitations in current version of Visual Director
System, and efforts are needed in the future to improve and extend VDS in the following aspects.
• The VDS is now controlled purely by scripts, which requires game designers to input their
requirements for shots in a scene by coding them into the system manually. The system still
needs a lot of improvement towards a completely automatic camera system.
• The system can be used and reused by game designers with coding. A user-friendly interface
that can access internal code is needed in VDS, which can allow game designers to use this
system more easily.
• We had created a set of basic camera vocabulary, but this set of vocabulary is limited. We
hope this basic set of camera rules can be extended in the future, other cinematography rules
can be added to improve the system.
• The current system can only support three (or fewer) characters in a game conversation;
research can carry on to study how to involve more characters in a group conversation as well
as how cinematography deals specifically with fewer characters.
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• Camera motion in current VDS only considers one kind of camera movement, tracking targets.
Work on other basic camera movements including pan, tilt, zoom, dolly, would be needed to
extend the translation from film cinematography to algorithm.
• Extensions of the core logic could be turned into a tool for educational use. The logic of VDS
shows how shots can be selected based on cinematography rules in various situations, and this
logic can be turned into games or applications to teach young filmmakers and young animators
basic skills of setting up cameras and film editing.
Chapter 6: CONCLUSION 6.2 Limitation and Future Work
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